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AIR Discussions (August 2nd Week) 

ALL INDIA RADIO SUMMARY (8 August -14 August, 2020) 

SPOTLIGHT (10 August 2020) 

Submarine cable connectivity to Andaman & Nicobar Islands (CANI) 

GS-III: Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports And Railways etc. 

Context: 

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi launched submarine cable connectivity to Andaman & Nicobar Islands 

(CANI).                                                     

Key highlights: 

● Submarine optical fibre cable (OFC) will connect Andaman & Nicobar Islands to the mainland, which will 

allow access to cheap and better telecom connectivity in the Union Territory. 

● The undersea cable measuring 2,313 km has been laid between Chennai and Port Blair, and will cover 

seven islands of A&N Islands, other than Port Blair including Swaraj Dweep (Havlock), Long Island, 

Rangat, Little Andaman, Kamorta, Car Nicobar and Greater Nicobar. 

● The submarine optical fibre from Chennai to Port Blair that promises fifth-generation (5G) connectivity, 

the latest in cellular wireless technology, to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands could be the first step for 

India to set up an alternative to China for the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries 

to gain international connectivity. 

● It would provide A&N Islands with sufficient bandwidth for supporting voice and data connectivity, an 

important tool for governance and strategic operations. 

● The Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) is used for providing submarine optical fibre connectivity 

in the Andaman & Nicobar Islands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) 

The New Telecom Policy (NTP) 1999 of Department of Telecom, 
envisaged the implementation of Universal Service Obligation (USO) to be 
generated through a Universal Access Levy (UAL), at a prescribed 
percentage of the revenue earned by the telecom licensees to be decided 
in consultation with the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI). USO 
Obligation for rural and remote areas would be undertaken by all fixed 
service providers who shall be reimbursed from the USOF. 

The Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Act, 2003 giving statutory status to 
the Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) was passed by both 
Houses of Parliament in December 2003. 

Department of Telecommunication, Ministry of Communication 
administers this fund. 
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What is a Submarine communication cable? 

● A submarine communications cable is a cable laid on the sea bed between land-based stations to carry 

telecommunication signals across stretches of ocean and sea.  

● Modern cables use optical fibre technology to carry digital data, which includes telephone, Internet and 

private data traffic. 

 

Types of Submarine fiber cables: 

 

● There are two types of Submarine fibre cables: Unrepeatered and repeatered. Unrepeatered cables are 

preferred in short cable routes because it does not require repeaters, lowering costs; however, their 

maximum transmission distance is limited. 

 

Importance of submarine cables 

 

● Currently, 99 percent of the data traffic that is crossing oceans is carried by undersea cables.  

● The reliability of submarine cables is high, especially when multiple paths are available in the event of 

a cable break.  

● The total carrying capacity of submarine cables is in the terabits per second, while satellites typically 

offer only 1,000 megabits per second and display higher latency.  

● As a result of these cables' usefulness, they are highly valued not only by the corporations building and 

operating them for profit, but also by national governments.  

● Submarine cables are important to the modern military as well as private enterprise. 

 

Benefits of this project: 

● Increase Opportunities through Digital India: The Connectivity will boost the Opportunities in the 

Andaman & Nicobar Islands. It will help A&N in getting cheaper & better connectivity and all the benefits 

of Digital India, especially in improving online education, tele-medicine, banking system, online trading 

and in boosting tourism.  

● Indian Ocean has been the center of India's trade and strategic prowess for thousands of years and that 

Andaman & Nicobar is an important centre for India’s Economic-Strategic Cooperation.  
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● Development of these Islands would be playing an important role under India’s new trade strategy for 

Indo-Pacific region.  

● Boost the Act-East policy: Role of Andaman and Nicobar in India's strong relations with East Asian 

countries and other countries connected to the sea is very high. This project will give a boost to maritime 

cooperation among Indian Ocean nations. 

● Port Led Development: Andaman & Nicobar will be developed as a hub of Port Led Development as it is 

at a Competitive Distance from many ports of the World and robust connectivity to the mainland will 

make it happen. 

● International Maritime Trade: This project will help in promoting Ease of Business in the sea and 

simplifying Maritime Logistics.  

● Blue economy like Fisheries, Aquaculture and Sea-Weed farming in the island will accelerate in 

commensurate with the modern infrastructure being developed in Andaman and Nicobar. 

● The OFC project will strengthen the base for Digital India and Atma Nirbhar Bharat 

● Will provide ease of Living to every Citizen. 

● Strategic importance: Will help in speedy development of national security linked border areas and 

island states. 

 

Issues and Challenges with project 

● High waves, storms and monsoons can temporarily obstruct the connectivity services. 

● A typical multi-terabit, transoceanic submarine cable system costs several hundred million dollars to 

construct. Therefore, it is a costly project. 

● Maintenance cost is high. 

● Threats to ecological biodiversity of the ocean and island, especially the fragile coral reef ecosystem is 

prone to damage. 

Conclusion:  

Technology can play a crucial role in the development of the Isolated islands and can help to connect every 

citizen digitally. We have around 1,300 islands. Keeping in mind their geographical location and their significance 

in the development of the nation, new rapid development projects are need of the hour.  
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Reference: 

http://newsonair.com/writereaddata/Broadcast/Daily/2020/Aug/Spotlight-News-Analysis-SN-

2020810204742.mp3 

 

National news 

“Ayush for Immunity” campaign. 

Context: The Ministry of AYUSH launched a three-month campaign aimed at increasing awareness about 

affordable and easy practices 

About:  

● Ayush solutions could lead the entire world to healthier and happier lives were the highlight of the event. 

● It emphasised on the need for a behavioural change in people towards immunity enhancing steps, and 

highlighted the evidence, which have established the positive role of traditional medicines and practices 

in enhancing immunity. 

Reference: http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Launch-of-%E2%80%98AYUSH-for-Immunity-

Campaign%E2%80%99-receives-enthusiastic-response-in-digital-space&id=397278 

SRIJAN portal 

Context: Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launches SRIJAN portal for Indigenization in Defence Sector. 

Details: 

● SRIJAN is a one stop shop online portal that provides access to the vendors to take up items for 

indigenization. 

● It will help industry partners to play an active role in the goal of self-reliance in the defence sector. 

● The Department of Defence Production has developed this indigenization portal, srijandefence.gov.in, 

as 'opportunities for Make in India' in Defence. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=Defence-Minister-Rajnath-Singh-launches-SRIJAN-portal-for-

Indigenization-in-Defence-Sector&id=397312 

Space Bricks 

Context: ISRO, IISc Bengaluru develop sustainable process to make space bricks on lunar surface 

More information:  

● In a significant step towards space exploration, a team of researchers from the Indian Space Research 

Organisation, ISRO and the Indian Institute of Science, IISc in Bengaluru has developed a sustainable 

process to make space bricks on the lunar surface.  

http://newsonair.com/writereaddata/Broadcast/Daily/2020/Aug/Spotlight-News-Analysis-SN-2020810204742.mp3
http://newsonair.com/writereaddata/Broadcast/Daily/2020/Aug/Spotlight-News-Analysis-SN-2020810204742.mp3
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Launch-of-%E2%80%98AYUSH-for-Immunity-Campaign%E2%80%99-receives-enthusiastic-response-in-digital-space&id=397278
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Launch-of-%E2%80%98AYUSH-for-Immunity-Campaign%E2%80%99-receives-enthusiastic-response-in-digital-space&id=397278
http://srijandefence.gov.in/
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Defence-Minister-Rajnath-Singh-launches-SRIJAN-portal-for-Indigenization-in-Defence-Sector&id=397312
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Defence-Minister-Rajnath-Singh-launches-SRIJAN-portal-for-Indigenization-in-Defence-Sector&id=397312
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● The process enables making load bearing bricks by using lunar soil, bacteria and guar beans. The 

process developed now uses urea sourced from human urine, which could be mixed with lunar soil to 

build structures on the moon. Since guar gum is used instead of cement, there will be a lower carbon 

footprint. The bacteria are added to further crystalise the brick in any shape needed. 

● It could be used to assemble structures for habitation on the moon surface in future. Sending bricks 

from Earth is not viable as it takes 7.5 lakh rupees to transport one pound of construction material. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=ISRO%2c-IISc-Bengaluru-develop-sustainable-process-to-make-space-

bricks-on-lunar-surface&id=397303 

Quit India movement 

Context: 78th anniversary of Quit India movement 

More information  

 In 1942, father of the nation Mahatma Gandhi gave the clarion call of Do or Die to all Indians to drive 

away Britishers from the country.  

● The movement had begun from Gowalia Tank in Mumbai. The day is observed as August Kranti Day 

every year. 

About Quit India movement:  

 In August 1942, Gandhiji started the 'Quit India Movement' and decided to launch a mass civil 

disobedience movement 'Do or Die' call to force the British to leave India.  

 The movement was followed, nonetheless, by large-scale violence directed at railway stations, telegraph 

offices, government buildings, and other emblems and institutions of colonial rule.  

 There were widespread acts of sabotage, and the government held Gandhi responsible for these acts of 

violence, suggesting that they were a deliberate act of Congress policy. However, all the prominent 

leaders were arrested, the Congress was banned and the police and army were brought out to suppress 

the movement. 

 Meanwhile, Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, who stealthily ran away from the British detention in Calcutta, 

reached foreign lands and organized the Indian National Army (INA) to overthrow the British from India. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=Today-is-78th-anniversary-of-Quit-India-movement&id=396777 

Transparent Taxation - Honoring the Honest' platform 

Context: Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled Transparent Taxation - Honoring the Honest' platform. 

More information:  

● It will strengthen the efforts of reforming and simplifying India's tax system.  

● This next phase of direct tax reforms aimed at easing compliance and rewarding honest taxpayers to 

boost Indian economy. 

http://newsonair.com/News?title=ISRO%2c-IISc-Bengaluru-develop-sustainable-process-to-make-space-bricks-on-lunar-surface&id=397303
http://newsonair.com/News?title=ISRO%2c-IISc-Bengaluru-develop-sustainable-process-to-make-space-bricks-on-lunar-surface&id=397303
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Today-is-78th-anniversary-of-Quit-India-movement&id=396777
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● The Taxpayers Charter is a big step in the development journey of the nation. It is a step towards bringing 

together rights and duties of the tax-payer and fixing the government's responsibilities towards the 

taxpayer. 

● It would strengthen the government's commitment to Minimum Government-Maximum Governance. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=PM-Modi-unveils-%e2%80%98Honoring-the-Honest-platform-for-

Transparent-Taxation&id=397094 

Naval Innovation and Indigenisation Organisation (NIIO) 

Context: Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched the Naval Innovation and Indigenisation Organisation 

(NIIO). 

More information:  

● NIIO puts in place dedicated structures for the end users to interact with academia and industry towards 

fostering innovation and indigenisation for self-reliance in defence. 

● The Draft Defence Acquisition Policy 2020 (DAP 20) envisaged establishment of Innovation and 

Indigenisation Organisation by the Service Headquarters. Indian Navy already has a functional 

Directorate of Indigenisation and the new structures created will build upon the ongoing indigenisation 

initiatives, as well as focus on innovation. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=Rajnath-Singh-launches-Naval-Innovation-and-Indigenisation-

Organisation&id=397219 

Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) ‘Sarthak’ 

Context: An Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) for the Indian Coast Guard was launched and re-christened as Indian 

Coast Guard Ship ‘Sarthak’. 

More Details: 

● Sarthak is the 4th in the series of five OPVs deployed by the Coast Guard to enhance maritime security. 

It has been designed and built indigenously by Goa Shipyard Limited in line with the vision of ‘Make in 
India’.  

● The Ship is fitted with state-of-the-art Navigation and Communication equipment, sensor and 

machinery. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=Indian-Coast-Guard-Offshore-Patrol-Vessel-

%26%2339%3bSarthak%26%2339%3b-launched&id=397209 

UAE-Israel peace deal 

Context: US Prez. Trump announces historic peace deal between UAE, Israel to establish full diplomatic relations 

More information: 

● The United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Israel have agreed to establish full diplomatic relations as part of a 

new peace deal.  

http://newsonair.com/News?title=PM-Modi-unveils-%e2%80%98Honoring-the-Honest-platform-for-Transparent-Taxation&id=397094
http://newsonair.com/News?title=PM-Modi-unveils-%e2%80%98Honoring-the-Honest-platform-for-Transparent-Taxation&id=397094
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Rajnath-Singh-launches-Naval-Innovation-and-Indigenisation-Organisation&id=397219
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Rajnath-Singh-launches-Naval-Innovation-and-Indigenisation-Organisation&id=397219
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Indian-Coast-Guard-Offshore-Patrol-Vessel-%26%2339%3bSarthak%26%2339%3b-launched&id=397209
http://newsonair.com/News?title=Indian-Coast-Guard-Offshore-Patrol-Vessel-%26%2339%3bSarthak%26%2339%3b-launched&id=397209
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● Under the agreement, Israel would suspend its plans to annex parts of the West Bank. Deal is a 

significant step towards building a more peaceful, secure, and prosperous Middle East. 

● The UAE and Israel plan to exchange embassies and ambassadors and begin cooperation on a broad 

range of areas including tourism, education, healthcare, trade and security. This peace agreement is a 

historic diplomatic breakthrough that will advance peace in the Middle East region. 

● UAE will be the third Arab country to open relations with Israel, after Egypt and Jordan. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=UAE%2c-Israel-agreed-to-establish-full-diplomatic-relations%3a--US-

Prez--Trump&id=397227 

Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB) 

Context: Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau ordered investigation into the Air India Express aircraft crash at 

Kozhikode airport. The team will investigate and determine the probable causes and contributory factors leading 

to the accident. It will also make recommendations to avoid such recurrences in the future. 

About AAIB: 

The Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB) is a division of the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of 

India, which investigates aircraft accidents and incidents in India. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=AAIB-orders-investigation-into-Kozhikode-plane-crash&id=397225 

Indigenous seed balls 

Context: IIT Kanpur develops indigenous seed balls BEEG for farmers. 

More information: 

● IIT Kanpur has developed indigenous seed balls named BEEG (Bio -compost Enriched Eco-friendly 

Globule), which will help people and farmers in plantation with safety in Corona times and will also 

provide employment to people.  

● The BEEG is developed in collaboration with Agnys Waste Management Private Limited (start-up at IIT 

Kanpur). 

● The Seed Balls are comprised of indigenous variety of seeds, compost, and clay.  

●  There is no need for digging pits for planting saplings.  

● These seed walls are to be thrown at aimed places and they will germinate when come into contact with 

water. 

Reference: http://newsonair.com/News?title=IIT-Kanpur-develops-indigenous-seed-balls-BEEG-for-farmers&id=396856 

 

http://newsonair.com/News?title=UAE%2c-Israel-agreed-to-establish-full-diplomatic-relations%3a--US-Prez--Trump&id=397227
http://newsonair.com/News?title=UAE%2c-Israel-agreed-to-establish-full-diplomatic-relations%3a--US-Prez--Trump&id=397227
http://newsonair.com/News?title=AAIB-orders-investigation-into-Kozhikode-plane-crash&id=397225
http://newsonair.com/News?title=IIT-Kanpur-develops-indigenous-seed-balls-BEEG-for-farmers&id=396856

